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Heavy Duty Racks with dividing wall 

Heavy Duty Racks with dividing wall 

H 1950 x W 1000 x D 600 mm

Model 51 52 53 54

Equipped with / Carrying capacity

Shelf W 500 mm, 80 kg 6 6 6 6

Drawer H 100 x W 500 mm, 110 kg --- --- --- 4

Drawer H 125 x W 500 mm, 110 kg --- --- 6 ---

Drawer H 175 x W 500 mm, 110 kg --- 4 --- 4

Drawers Color

light grey 1463.02.0013 1463.04.0013 1463.06.0013 1463.08.0013

gentian blue --- 1463.04.0016 1463.06.0016 1463.08.0016

anthracite --- 1463.04.0024 1463.06.0024 1463.08.0024

Body

RAL 7035 
light grey

RAL 5010 
gentian blue

RAL 7016 
anthracite

Drawers
available in three colors

RAL 7035 
light grey

Load capacity 
of up to 1,65 t

Model 53

The Heavy Duty Rack with a dividing wall is 
constructed to carry high loads up to 1,65t.  
It provides all advantages of a Drawer Cabinet.  
The Base carries up to 400kg (evenly spread load)

Drawers, shelves and also pull-out shelves can be 
combined and assembled. Everything can be retro-
fitted. We suggest a wall and floor anchoring.

Details
 �Extremely stable, welded steel construction 
hard soldered corners
 � Impact and scratch resistant plastic coating
 �Light grey body
 �Telescopic guided drawers with full extension
 �Load capacity 110 kgs (evenly spread load)
 �3 heights of the drawers
 �Can be retrofitted if required
 �Drawer lock mechanism upon request
 �Galvanized shelves
 �Load capacity 160 kgs (evenly spread load) 
optional 200 kg
 �Adjustable 25 mm pitch

Accessories for Heavy Duty Racks with dividing wall 

Color light grey gentian blue anthracite galvanized

Drawer height 100 mm 2985.00.5713 2985.00.5721 2985.00.5708 ---

Drawer height 125 mm 2985.00.5813 2985.00.5821 2985.00.5808 ---

Drawer height 175 mm 2985.00.5913 2985.00.5921 2985.00.5908 ---

Pull-out shelf --- --- --- 2465.00.0405

Shelf width 500 mm 80 kg left --- --- --- 2464.00.6605

Shelf width 500 mm 80 kg right --- --- --- 2464.00.6805

Drawer locking mechanism per side --- --- --- 2987.00.7000


